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US soldiers from the 11th Engineer Battalion and 2nd Infantry Combined Division participate in the South Korean and US soldiers conduct a joint river-crossing exercise in Yeoncheon, Gyeonggi province on March 20, 2024. (Photo by JEON HEON-KYUN / POOL / AFP)
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US soldiers from the 11th Engineer Battalion and 2nd Infantry Combined Division participate in the South Korean and US soldiers conduct a joint river-crossing exercise in Yeoncheon, Gyeonggi province on March 20, 2024. (Photo by JEON HEON-KYUN / POOL / AFP)
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US soldiers from the 11th Engineer Battalion and 2nd Infantry Combined Division participate in the South Korean and US soldiers conduct a joint river-crossing exercise in Yeoncheon, Gyeonggi province on March 20, 2024. (Photo by JEON HEON-KYUN / POOL / AFP)
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US soldiers from the 11th Engineer Battalion and 2nd Infantry Combined Division participate in the South Korean and US soldiers conduct a joint river-crossing exercise in Yeoncheon, Gyeonggi province on March 20, 2024. (Photo by JEON HEON-KYUN / POOL / AFP)
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US soldiers from the 11th Engineer Battalion and 2nd Infantry Combined Division participate in the South Korean and US soldiers conduct a joint river-crossing exercise in Yeoncheon, Gyeonggi province on March 20, 2024. (Photo by JEON HEON-KYUN / POOL / AFP)
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South Korean soldiers from 5th Engineer Brigade and US soldiers from the 11th Engineer Battalion and 2nd Infantry Combined Division participate in the South Korean and US soldiers conduct a joint river-crossing exercise in Yeoncheon, Gyeonggi province on March 20, 2024. (Photo by JEON HEON-KYUN / POOL / AFP)
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A police officer walks outside the entrance of the family house of detained Myanmar civilian leader Aung San Suu Kyi in Yangon on March 20, 2024. The lakeside mansion where Myanmar democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi spent years under house arrest went under auction on March 20, 2024 with a minimum price of $150 million -- but attracted no bids, officials said. (Photo by AFP)
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Auction officials read a statement outside the family house of detained Myanmar civilian leader Aung San Suu Kyi in Yangon on March 20, 2024. The lakeside mansion where Myanmar democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi spent years under house arrest went under auction on March 20, 2024 with a minimum price of $150 million -- but attracted no bids, officials said. (Photo by AFP)
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Auction officials read a statement outside the family house of detained Myanmar civilian leader Aung San Suu Kyi in Yangon on March 20, 2024. The lakeside mansion where Myanmar democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi spent years under house arrest went under auction on March 20, 2024 with a minimum price of $150 million -- but attracted no bids, officials said. (Photo by AFP)
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This picture shows the entrance to the family house of detained Myanmar civilian leader Aung San Suu Kyi in Yangon on March 20, 2024. The lakeside mansion where Myanmar democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi spent years under house arrest went under auction on March 20, 2024 with a minimum price of $150 million -- but attracted no bids, officials said. (Photo by AFP)
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A man gets out of the family house of detained Myanmar civilian leader Aung San Suu Kyi in Yangon on March 20, 2024. The lakeside mansion where Myanmar democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi spent years under house arrest went under auction on March 20, 2024 with a minimum price of $150 million -- but attracted no bids, officials said. (Photo by AFP)
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A man gets out of the family house of detained Myanmar civilian leader Aung San Suu Kyi in Yangon on March 20, 2024. The lakeside mansion where Myanmar democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi spent years under house arrest went under auction on March 20, 2024 with a minimum price of $150 million -- but attracted no bids, officials said. (Photo by AFP)
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A car leaves the family house of detained Myanmar civilian leader Aung San Suu Kyi in Yangon on March 20, 2024. The lakeside mansion where Myanmar democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi spent years under house arrest went under auction on March 20, 2024 with a minimum price of $150 million -- but attracted no bids, officials said. (Photo by AFP)
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A car drives past a parched dried-up pond in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A cart carrying rice straw passes over the Ba Lai salinity prevention dam that blocks off salt water and fresh water, in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A man carries a plastic bucket across the cracked bed of a dried-up pond in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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An excavator drives past a dried-up pond in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A young boy collects water from a fresh water tank at his home in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A farmer walks along an abandoned field due to saline intrusion, in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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Dead vegetation sits on the cracked bed of a dried-up pond in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A man carries a plastic bucket across the cracked bed of a parched dried-up pond in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A man installs a water pump in a field in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese (L) receives Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi for a meeting in Canberra on March 20, 2024. Wang began a whirlwind visit to Australia on his rare trip marking a thaw in relations between the two trading partners. (Photo by David GRAY / AFP)
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This aerial photo shows the Ba Lai salinity prevention dam blocking salt water (R) and fresh water (L), in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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This aerial photo shows the Ba Lai salinity prevention dam blocking salt water (front) and the fresh water, in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A woman rides a bicyle caryying plastic cans for fresh water, in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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Cracked bed of a parched dried-up pond is seen in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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Farmer Nguyen Van Hung transports tanks of fresh water for sale, in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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Farmer Nguyen Van Hung fills fresh water into a tank for sale, in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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An elderly woman walks past freshwater tanks in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on April 19, 2023. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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Men stand on the Ba Lai salinity prevention dam in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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This aerial photo shows the Ba Lai salinity prevention dam blocking salt water (R) and fresh water (L), in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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Nguyen Hoai Thuong cleans dishes at her home in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A farmer sits on a dried rice field damaged by drought in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A farmer looks after his cows in an abandoned rice field due to lack of fresh water, in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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This aerial photo shows an abandoned rice field due to lack of fresh water, in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A farmer points to an abandoned rice field due to lack of fresh water, in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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Nguyen Hoai Thuong takes water from a freshwater tank at her home in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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This aerial photo shows an abandoned rice field due to lack of fresh water, in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A man stands next to a parched dried-up pond in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A farmer fills tanks with fresh water bought from a vendor at his home, in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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The cracked and parched ground of an abandoned rice field due to lack of fresh water, in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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A farmer fills tanks with fresh water bought from a vendor at his home in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province on March 19, 2024. Every day, farmer Nguyen Hoai Thuong prays in vain for rain to fall on the cracked dry earth of her garden in Vietnam's Mekong Delta -- the country's "rice bowl" agricultural heartland.A blazing month-long heatwave has brought drought, parching the land in Thuong's home of Ben Tre province, 130 kilometres (80 miles) south of business hub Ho Chi Minh City. (Photo by Nhac NGUYEN / AFP)
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Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese (L) smiles as Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi (C) signs a visitors' book prior to their meeting in Canberra on March 20, 2024. Wang began a whirlwind visit to Australia on his rare trip marking a thaw in relations between the two trading partners. (Photo by David GRAY / AFP)
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Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi (C) gestures as Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese proceeds for a meeting in Canberra on March 20, 2024. Wang began a whirlwind visit to Australia on his rare trip marking a thaw in relations between the two trading partners. (Photo by David GRAY / AFP)
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Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese (L) receives Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi for a meeting in Canberra on March 20, 2024. Wang began a whirlwind visit to Australia on his rare trip marking a thaw in relations between the two trading partners. (Photo by David GRAY / AFP)
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Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese (L) receives Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi for a meeting in Canberra on March 20, 2024. Wang began a whirlwind visit to Australia on his rare trip marking a thaw in relations between the two trading partners. (Photo by David GRAY / AFP)
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Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese (L) smiles as Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi signs a visitors book prior to their meeting in Canberra on March 20, 2024. Wang began a whirlwind visit to Australia on his rare trip marking a thaw in relations between the two trading partners. (Photo by David GRAY / AFP)
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Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese (L) receives Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi for a meeting in Canberra on March 20, 2024. Wang began a whirlwind visit to Australia on his rare trip marking a thaw in relations between the two trading partners. (Photo by David GRAY / AFP)
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Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese (L) receives Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi for a meeting in Canberra on March 20, 2024. Wang began a whirlwind visit to Australia on his rare trip marking a thaw in relations between the two trading partners. (Photo by David GRAY / AFP)
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Australian Prime Minister Anthony Albanese (L) smiles as Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi signs a visitors book prior to their meeting in Canberra on March 20, 2024. Wang began a whirlwind visit to Australia on his rare trip marking a thaw in relations between the two trading partners. (Photo by David GRAY / AFP)
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(FILES) India's Virat Kohli celebrates after scoring a half-century (50 runs) during the 2023 ICC Men's Cricket World Cup one-day international (ODI) first semi-final match between India and New Zealand at the Wankhede Stadium in Mumbai on November 15, 2023. Top cricket stars Virat Kohli and Rishabh Pant will return to elite action in the Indian Premier League starting March 22, 2024 with their form in focus ahead of the T20 World Cup. (Photo by Punit PARANJPE / AFP) / -- IMAGE RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - STRICTLY NO COMMERCIAL USE --
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(FILES) India's captain Rishabh Pant watches before the start of the first Twenty20 international cricket match between India and South Africa at the Arun Jaitley Stadium in New Delhi on June 9, 2022. Top cricket stars Virat Kohli and Rishabh Pant will return to elite action in the Indian Premier League starting March 22, 2024 with their form in focus ahead of the T20 World Cup. (Photo by Jewel SAMAD / AFP) / ----IMAGE RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - STRICTLY NO COMMERCIAL USE-----
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(FILES) France's Gabrielle Vernier (C) runs with the ball as she is tackled by Canada's Alex Tessier (R) during the New Zealand 2021 Women’s Rugby World Cup bronze-final match between Canada and France at Eden Park in Auckland on November 12, 2022. (Photo by Michael Bradley / AFP)
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(FILES) France's centre Gabrielle Vernier runs with the ball to score a try during the Six Nations international women's rugby union match between England and France at Twickenham in south-west London on April 29, 2023. (Photo by Glyn KIRK / AFP)
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(FILES) France's Gabrielle Vernier scores a try during the Six Nations international women's rugby union match between France and Scotland at Villeneuve d'Ascq stadium in Villeneuve d'Ascq, northern France, February 23, 2019. (Photo by PHILIPPE HUGUEN / AFP)
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(FILES) France's Gabrielle Vernier reacts as she receives a yellow card during the New Zealand 2021 Women’s Rugby World Cup bronze-final match between Canada and France at Eden Park in Auckland on November 12, 2022. (Photo by Michael Bradley / AFP)
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(FILES) US photographer Annie Leibovitz arrives for the 2022 Met Gala at the Metropolitan Museum of Art on May 2, 2022, in New York. Photographer to the stars Annie Leibovitz, inducted in the French Academy of Fine Arts on March 20, 2024, told AFP that AI was not a threat to her trade -- just another artistic tool. (Photo by ANGELA WEISS / AFP)
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Colorful pieces of leather are seen at La Maison Fabre, on March 15, 2024, in Millau, southwestern France. Celebrations of the 100th anniversary of Maison Fabre, a family of master glove makers, will take place in Millau Aveyron and in Paris on winter 2024. (Photo by Lionel BONAVENTURE / AFP)
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An employee is at work at La Maison Fabre's workshop in Millau, southwestern France, on March 15, 2024, in Millau, southwestern France. Celebrations of the 100th anniversary of Maison Fabre, a family of master glove makers, will take place in Millau Aveyron and in Paris on winter 2024. (Photo by Lionel BONAVENTURE / AFP)
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Louis Fabre (C) and his sons Olivier (R) and Jean-Marc (L) owners of La Maison Fabre poses outside the company workshop in Millau, southwestern France, on March 15, 2024. Celebrations of the 100th anniversary of Maison Fabre, a family of master glove makers, will take place in Millau Aveyron and in Paris on winter 2024. (Photo by Lionel BONAVENTURE / AFP)
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(FILES) US photographer Annie Leibovitz arrives for the 2022 Met Gala at the Metropolitan Museum of Art on May 2, 2022, in New York. Photographer to the stars Annie Leibovitz, inducted in the French Academy of Fine Arts on March 20, 2024, told AFP that AI was not a threat to her trade -- just another artistic tool. (Photo by ANGELA WEISS / AFP)
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An employee is at work at La Maison Fabre's workshop in Millau, southwestern France, on March 15, 2024, in Millau, southwestern France. Celebrations of the 100th anniversary of Maison Fabre, a family of master glove makers, will take place in Millau Aveyron and in Paris on winter 2024. (Photo by Lionel BONAVENTURE / AFP)
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An employee is at work at La Maison Fabre's workshop in Millau, southwestern France, on March 15, 2024, in Millau, southwestern France. Celebrations of the 100th anniversary of Maison Fabre, a family of master glove makers, will take place in Millau Aveyron and in Paris on winter 2024. (Photo by Lionel BONAVENTURE / AFP)
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An employee is at work at La Maison Fabre's workshop in Millau, southwestern France, on March 15, 2024, in Millau, southwestern France. Celebrations of the 100th anniversary of Maison Fabre, a family of master glove makers, will take place in Millau Aveyron and in Paris on winter 2024. (Photo by Lionel BONAVENTURE / AFP)
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An employee is at work at La Maison Fabre's workshop in Millau, southwestern France, on March 15, 2024, in Millau, southwestern France. Celebrations of the 100th anniversary of Maison Fabre, a family of master glove makers, will take place in Millau Aveyron and in Paris on winter 2024. (Photo by Lionel BONAVENTURE / AFP)
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An employee is at work at La Maison Fabre's workshop in Millau, southwestern France, on March 15, 2024, in Millau, southwestern France. Celebrations of the 100th anniversary of Maison Fabre, a family of master glove makers, will take place in Millau Aveyron and in Paris on winter 2024. (Photo by Lionel BONAVENTURE / AFP)
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An employee is at work at La Maison Fabre's workshop in Millau, southwestern France, on March 15, 2024, in Millau, southwestern France. Celebrations of the 100th anniversary of Maison Fabre, a family of master glove makers, will take place in Millau Aveyron and in Paris on winter 2024. (Photo by Lionel BONAVENTURE / AFP)
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Louis Fabre (C) and his sons Olivier (R) and Jean-Marc (L) owners of La Maison Fabre poses outside the company workshop in Millau, southwestern France, on March 15, 2024. Celebrations of the 100th anniversary of Maison Fabre, a family of master glove makers, will take place in Millau Aveyron and in Paris on winter 2024. (Photo by Lionel BONAVENTURE / AFP)
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(FILES) Pieces of the 50-year-old Playmobil private collection of Peter Bischofer are seen at his home in Merching near Augsburg, southern Germany on February 9, 2024. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by Michaela Stache / AFP)
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(FILES) Pieces of the 50-year-old Playmobil private collection of Peter Bischofer are seen at his home in Merching near Augsburg, southern Germany on February 9, 2024. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by Michaela Stache / AFP)
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(FILES) The logo of German toy company Playmobil is seen in front of several figures during the 73rd Toy Fair (Spielwarenmesse) in Nuremberg, southern Germany, on January 30, 2024. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by Lukas BARTH / AFP)
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(FILES) Bahri Kurter, CEO of German toys line Playmobil, poses with stamps of German postal service Deutsche Post depicting playmobil figurines, during the presentation the special stamp "Spielfiguren" (toy figures) at the Frankfurt Museum of Communication in Frankfurt am Main, western Germany, on March 1, 2024. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by Kirill KUDRYAVTSEV / AFP)
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(FILES) Private collector Peter Bischofer, 57, shows his 50-year-old Playmobil collection on February 9, 2024 in Merching near Augsburg, southern Germany. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by Michaela Stache / AFP)
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(FILES) CEO of German toy maker Playmobil Bahri Kurter attends a presentation by Deutsche Post and Playmobil of  the special stamp "Spielfiguren" (Playing pieces) at the Frankfurt Museum of Communication Frankfurt am Main, western Germany, on March 1, 2024. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by Kirill KUDRYAVTSEV / AFP)
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(FILES) This photograph taken on August 9, 2023, shows the 'Geobra' brand and date '1974' on the bottom of the feet of a Playmobil figurine, manufactured by the German company Geobra-Brandstatter dating from 1974, at a second-hand dealer in Pont-Audemer, northern France. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by JOEL SAGET / AFP)
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(FILES) A boy plays with toys of German toy line Playmobil as a Playmobil pirate ship can be seen in the foreground during the presentation of the special stamp "Spielfiguren" (toy figures) of German postal service Deutsche Post depicting figurines of German toy line Playmobil, at the Frankfurt Museum of Communication in Frankfurt am Main, western Germany, on March 1, 2024. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by Kirill KUDRYAVTSEV / AFP)
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(FILES) Private collector Peter Bischofer, 57, shows his 50-year-old Playmobil collection on February 9, 2024 in Merching near Augsburg, southern Germany. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by Michaela Stache / AFP)
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Sixth grade pupils take part with their teacher (Rear R) in a themed treasure hunt based on mathematics as part of "L'ecole du dehors" (Outside School) class on March 14, 2024 in Vezin, Belgium. 25 schoolchildren from the village of Vezin attend a geometry lesson taking place in a vast green space made available to them 10 minutes on foot from their establishment: It's time for the "Outside School", a practice that the French-speaking region of Wallonia has been developing since the Covid crisis, relying on a network of associations which train and support teachers in this new type learning. (Photo by JOHN THYS / AFP)
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Sixth grade pupils take part with their teacher (Rear R) in a themed treasure hunt based on mathematics as part of "L'ecole du dehors" (Outside School) class on March 14, 2024 in Vezin, Belgium. 25 schoolchildren from the village of Vezin attend a geometry lesson taking place in a vast green space made available to them 10 minutes on foot from their establishment: It's time for the "Outside School", a practice that the French-speaking region of Wallonia has been developing since the Covid crisis, relying on a network of associations which train and support teachers in this new type learning. (Photo by JOHN THYS / AFP)
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A sixth grade pupil takes part in a themed treasure hunt based on mathematics as part of "L'ecole du dehors" (Outside School) class on March 14, 2024 in Vezin, Belgium. 25 schoolchildren from the village of Vezin attend a geometry lesson taking place in a vast green space made available to them 10 minutes on foot from their establishment: It's time for the "Outside School", a practice that the French-speaking region of Wallonia has been developing since the Covid crisis, relying on a network of associations which train and support teachers in this new type learning. (Photo by JOHN THYS / AFP)
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(FILES) Private collector Peter Bischofer, 57, shows his 50-year-old Playmobil collection on February 9, 2024 in Merching near Augsburg, southern Germany. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by Michaela Stache / AFP)
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Afghan Journalist and producer Sadaf Rahimi (R) gives instructions to Afghan refugee journalist Diba Akbari (L) and former Afghan actress Marina Golbahari (C) during the talk show "Tabassoum" (Smile, in Dari) in Begum TV studio, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Afghan Journalist and producer Sadaf Rahimi poses in Begum TV studio, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Afghan Journalist and producer Sadaf Rahimi poses in Begum TV studio, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Afghan-Swiss journalist and founder of Begum TV, Hamida Aman poses in the studios of Begum TV, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Staff members work to prepare the talk shows for Begum TV, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Afghan-Swiss journalist and founder of Begum TV, Hamida Aman poses in the studios of Begum TV, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Afghan refugee journalist Diba Akbari poses prior to the talk show "Tabassoum" (Smile, in Dari) in the studios of Begum TV, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Afghan refugee journalist Diba Akbari poses prior to the talk show "Tabassoum" (Smile, in Dari) in the studios of Begum TV, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Former Afghan actress Marina Golbahari poses in the studios of Begum TV, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Former Afghan actress Marina Golbahari poses in the studios of Begum TV, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Former Afghan actress Marina Golbahari hosts the talk show "Tabassoum" (Smile, in Dari) in the studios of Begum TV, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Afghan refugee journalist Diba Akbari prepares her speech prior to the talk show "Tabassoum" (Smile, in Dari) in the studios of Begum TV, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Afghan Journalist and producer Sadaf Rahimi controls the direction of the talk show "Tabassoum" (Smile, in Dari) in Begum TV studio, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Afghan refugee journalist Diba Akbari (L) and former Afghan actress Marina Golbahari host the talk show "Tabassoum" (Smile, in Dari) in the studios of Begum TV, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Afghan refugee journalist Diba Akbari speaks into the microphone during the talk show "Tabassoum" (Smile, in Dari) in the studios of Begum TV, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Afghan refugee journalist Diba Akbari (L) and former Afghan actress Marina Golbahari host the talk show "Tabassoum" (Smile, in Dari) in the studios of Begum TV, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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Afghan Journalist and producer Sadaf Rahimi (L) controls the direction during the talk show "Tabassoum" (Smile, in Dari) host by Afghan refugee journalist Diba Akbari (C) and former Afghan actress Marina Golbahari (R) in Begum TV studio, an educational television channel aimed at a demographic of middle and high school girls deprived of education by the Taliban authorities since August 2021, in Paris, on March 12, 2024. Begum TV is an educational television channel newly launched by the French NGO Begum Organisation for Women (BOW) to give a face, voice and hope to women in Afghanistan, led by Afghan refugee journalists. (Photo by Geoffroy VAN DER HASSELT / AFP)
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(FILES) A file photo taken on August 27, 2010 in Zirndorf, southern Germany, shows Horst Brandstaetter, founder of German toy company Geobra Brandstaetter that produces Playmobil. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by DANIEL KARMANN / DPA / AFP)
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(FILES) The logo of German toy company Playmobil is seen in front of several figures during the 73rd Toy Fair (Spielwarenmesse) in Nuremberg, southern Germany, on January 30, 2024. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by Lukas BARTH / AFP)
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A sixth grade pupil takes part in a themed treasure hunt based on mathematics as part of "L'ecole du dehors" (Outside School) class on March 14, 2024 in Vezin, Belgium. 25 schoolchildren from the village of Vezin attend a geometry lesson taking place in a vast green space made available to them 10 minutes on foot from their establishment: It's time for the "Outside School", a practice that the French-speaking region of Wallonia has been developing since the Covid crisis, relying on a network of associations which train and support teachers in this new type learning. (Photo by JOHN THYS / AFP)
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Sixth grade pupils take part with their teacher (Rear C) in a themed treasure hunt based on mathematics as part of "L'ecole du dehors" (Outside School) class on March 14, 2024 in Vezin, Belgium. 25 schoolchildren from the village of Vezin attend a geometry lesson taking place in a vast green space made available to them 10 minutes on foot from their establishment: It's time for the "Outside School", a practice that the French-speaking region of Wallonia has been developing since the Covid crisis, relying on a network of associations which train and support teachers in this new type learning. (Photo by JOHN THYS / AFP)
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Sixth grade pupils take part with their teacher (Rear C) in a themed treasure hunt based on mathematics as part of "L'ecole du dehors" (Outside School) class on March 14, 2024 in Vezin, Belgium. 25 schoolchildren from the village of Vezin attend a geometry lesson taking place in a vast green space made available to them 10 minutes on foot from their establishment: It's time for the "Outside School", a practice that the French-speaking region of Wallonia has been developing since the Covid crisis, relying on a network of associations which train and support teachers in this new type learning. (Photo by JOHN THYS / AFP)
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(FILES) Pieces of the 50-year-old Playmobil private collection of Peter Bischofer are seen at his home in Merching near Augsburg, southern Germany on February 9, 2024. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by Michaela Stache / AFP)
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(FILES) This photograph taken on August 9, 2023, shows the 'Geobra' brand and date '1974' on the bottom of the feet of a Playmobil figurine, manufactured by the German company Geobra-Brandstatter dating from 1974, at a second-hand dealer in Pont-Audemer, northern France. As Playmobil turns 50, the German company behind the popular plastic figures is hoping that pop megastar Taylor Swift can help it shake off a slump in fortunes. (Photo by JOEL SAGET / AFP)
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Singapore's Japanese Tsutomu Ogura attends a press conference ahead of the 2026 FIFA World Cup qualifying football match between Singapore and China in Singapore on March 20, 2024. (Photo by Roslan RAHMAN / AFP)
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Singapore's Japanese Tsutomu Ogura attends a press conference ahead of the 2026 FIFA World Cup qualifying football match between Singapore and China in Singapore on March 20, 2024. (Photo by Roslan RAHMAN / AFP)
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Singapore's Japanese Tsutomu Ogura attends a press conference ahead of the 2026 FIFA World Cup qualifying football match between Singapore and China in Singapore on March 20, 2024. (Photo by Roslan RAHMAN / AFP)
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China's Croatian head coach Branko Ivankovic attends a press conference ahead of the 2026 FIFA World Cup qualifying football match between Singapore and China in Singapore on March 20, 2024. (Photo by Roslan RAHMAN / AFP)
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China's Croatian head coach Branko Ivankovic attends a press conference ahead of the 2026 FIFA World Cup qualifying football match between Singapore and China in Singapore on March 20, 2024. (Photo by Roslan RAHMAN / AFP)
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China's Croatian head coach Branko Ivankovic attends a press conference ahead of the 2026 FIFA World Cup qualifying football match between Singapore and China in Singapore on March 20, 2024. (Photo by Roslan RAHMAN / AFP)
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Shizue Takahashi (L), whose husband was killed in the sarin gas attack in 1995, offers prayers at Kasumigaseki Station on the Tokyo Metro on March 20, 2024, to mark the 29th anniversary of the attack on the Tokyo subway by the doomsday cult Aum Shinrikyo, which killed 13 people and made thousands of others ill. (Photo by JAPAN POOL / JIJI Press / AFP) / Japan OUT
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Station staff hold a moment of silence as they pray at Kasumigaseki Station on the Tokyo Metro on March 20, 2024, to mark the 29th anniversary of the sarin gas attack on the Tokyo subway by the doomsday cult Aum Shinrikyo, which killed 13 people and made thousands of others ill. (Photo by JAPAN POOL / JIJI Press / AFP) / Japan OUT
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The photo taken on March 19, 2024 shows women posing for photos under cherry blossoms at a park in Wuhan, in cenrtral China's Hubei province. (Photo by ZH0018 / AFP) / China OUT
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The photo taken on March 19, 2024 shows a note amid cherry blossoms at a park in Wuhan, in cenrtral China's Hubei province. (Photo by ZH0018 / AFP) / China OUT
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The photo taken on March 19, 2024 shows a woman posing for photos under cherry blossoms at a park in Wuhan, in cenrtral China's Hubei province. (Photo by ZH0018 / AFP) / China OUT
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The photo taken on March 19, 2024 shows women wearing traditional costumes waiting for customers as they sell cherry-blossoms-themed souvenirs under cherry blossoms at a park in Wuhan, in cenrtral China's Hubei province. (Photo by ZH0018 / AFP) / China OUT
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The photo taken on March 19, 2024 shows a note under cherry blossoms at a park in Wuhan, in cenrtral China's Hubei province. (Photo by ZH0018 / AFP) / China OUT
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The photo taken on March 19, 2024 shows a woman posing for photos under cherry blossoms at a park in Wuhan, in cenrtral China's Hubei province. (Photo by ZH0018 / AFP) / China OUT
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(FILES) This file photo taken on March 11, 2009 shows a statue of Colonel Sanders, the founder of US fastfood chain Kentucky Fried Chicken, being displayed by Osaka city officers after it was recovered from a river nearly a quarter century after it went missing when fans of the popular local professional baseball team Hanshin Tigers threw the statue into the river after winning the championship in 1985. The plastic statue of Kentucky Fried Chicken's Colonel Sanders that was a lucky charm for superstitious Japanese baseball fans has been "disposed of" 15 years after being dredged out of an Osaka river, it was reported on March 20, 2024. (Photo by JIJI PRESS / AFP) / Japan OUT
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A woman displays a one ounce commemorative gold coin with Taiwan’s newly elected President Lai Ching-te and Vice President Hsiao Bi-khim portraits to mark the 16th President and Vice President inauguration, on May 20, during a press conference at the Central Bank of Republic of China (Taiwan) in Taipei on March 20, 2024. (Photo by Sam Yeh / AFP)
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Residential buildings are seen in Chongqing in southwest China on March 19, 2024. (Photo by AFP) / China OUT
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Residential buildings are seen in Chongqing in southwest China on March 19, 2024. (Photo by AFP) / China OUT
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Residential buildings are seen in Chongqing in southwest China on March 19, 2024. (Photo by AFP) / China OUT
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Residential buildings are seen in Chongqing in southwest China on March 19, 2024. (Photo by AFP) / China OUT
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Workers install electricity transmission lines in Yinchuan, in China’s northern Ningxia region on March 19, 2024. (Photo by AFP) / China OUT
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A worker installs electricity transmission lines on a transmission tower in Yinchuan, in China’s northern Ningxia region on March 19, 2024. (Photo by AFP) / China OUT
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